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The collapsing dog: a
cardiologist’s viewpoint
Dogs presented with collapse pose a genuine diagnostic challenge.
Cardiovascular, neurological and specific metabolic disorders can all cause episodic
collapse. From the cardiologist's viewpoint, syncope is the most important type
of collapse episode. Herein, we will discuss the approach to dogs with syncope,
from key history points to the use of advanced diagnostic tests. The most important
cardiovascular causes of syncope will be reviewed, with the aim of highlighting the
range of pathophysiology that needs to be considered in the collapsing dog.
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Introduction
Collapse is a broad term, which is often
used to describe a spectrum of clinical
signs, including syncope, weakness, ataxia,
seizures, neuromuscular disorders and
refusal to exercise. Obtaining a detailed
history, including the timeline of the
episode and its association with recent
events (exercise, respiratory signs, food
intake, etc.), is absolutely crucial to
choosing an appropriate diagnostic course.
If the clinician does not accurately identify
the clinical signs – for example, if syncope
is mistaken for a seizure episode – further
testing may result in an incorrect diagnosis
and treatment plan which influences
patient well-being and further decision
making over the coming months or years.
Cardiac disease is frequently an incidental
finding, such as a novel murmur detected
at vaccination, or it can cause a range of
clinical signs, including the following:
• Tachypnoea or dyspnoea
(pulmonary oedema or pleural fluid)
• Ascites (or peripheral oedema
in severe cases)
• Syncope
• Pre-syncope
• Hypoxic seizure activity
• Generalised weakness
• Hind-limb weakness
• Exercise intolerance

Syncope
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Syncope is defined as a transient loss of
consciousness and postural tone, caused
by reduced delivery of cerebral blood
flow, including oxygen and essential
nutrients (Thijs et al. 2004). The clinician
should focus upon key elements of
this definition, namely transience,
unconsciousness and falling over. In the

author’s experience, many owners fail
to recognise unconsciousness, because
the eyes of the patient remain open
during the episode. These owners often
report unresponsiveness or “absence”
when specifically questioned. It is the
author’s opinion that when owners report
“I thought he/she was dead”, they are
likely to have observed an episode of
syncope (Video 1: Dog with a ventricular
arrhythmia).
Typical features of syncope, which contrast
with a seizure, include an association with
exercise/excitement, no pre-episode abnormalities, falling over with an initially flaccid
posture, a period of unresponsiveness with
eyes open or glazed, a rapid recovery to
normal (typically within 1-2 minutes) and
no abnormal behaviour reported later in
the day. The dog may continue to exercise
as if nothing had happened. In between
episodes, dogs with syncope are usually
normal (Martin 2017).
Where longer episodes of cerebral
hypoxia occur, the boundary between
syncope and a true neurological episode
may blur. Features of cerebral hypoxia
associated with true syncope may
include opisthotonus, limb rigidity or
paddling, urination or defaecation, or
even faciomotor activity (especially in
cats with bradyarrhythmias) (Davidow
and Woodfield 2001; Penning et al. 2009).
Despite the fact that these clinical signs
may overlap with neurological diseases,
other features of syncope remain – namely
the rapid recovery and return to normal
activity (Video 2: Dog with pulmonary
hypertension). Patients that present with
syncope are very challenging cases and
this leads to a high proportion of affected
dogs, in both first opinion and referral
clinics, for which a diagnosis is not
reached (Miller et al. 1999).
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Syncope can be caused by diseases of the
cardiovascular and respiratory systems
(Table 1), a reflex-mediated cause also
known as neurocardiogenic or “vaso-vagal”
syncope e.g. cough-associated syncope
(Quan et al. 1997) or can be caused by a
limited number of systemic or metabolic
diseases, such as an insulinoma (Polton
et al. 2007) or a phaeochromocytoma
(Barthez et al. 1997). Often, differential
diagnoses lists for syncope in textbooks
include anaemia, orthopaedic disease,
chronic hypotension, systolic dysfunction
of the myocardium (e.g. in dilated
cardiomyopathy (DCM) without
arrhythmias), or chronic hypoglycaemia.
This misrepresents the cause of syncope,
which is a rapid reduction in cerebral
blood flow (blood pressure), oxygenation
or glucose provision (Davidow and
Woodfield, 2001). Anaemia and chronically
low serum glucose, blood pressure or
cardiac output do not cause syncope, but
may cause weakness, exercise intolerance
or other clinical signs. If hypoglycaemia or
hypotension occur suddenly and transiently,
they can cause true syncope. Insulinoma
and phaeochromcytoma should, therefore
be considered as differentials.

Table 1: Broad differential diagnoses to consider in cases of non-seizure “collapse”
CLINICAL SIGN

EXAMPLE CAUSES

Tachyarrhythmia e.g. ventricular tachycardia
Bradyarrhythmia e.g. sick sinus syndrome
Obstructed cardiac output e.g. aortic stenosis
(either via lack of output for level of exercise
or reflex-mediated bradycardia)
Video 1: Owner recorded video of a Boxer-cross experiencing an episode demonstrating the typical
features of cardiogenic syncope. Whilst exercising, the dog appears distressed, then falls over to
one side, with flaccid limbs. The dog is non-responsive for several seconds, then appears to regain
consciousness and soon returns to normal interactions with the owner. This dog was diagnosed with
ventricular tachycardia. See: bit.ly/2VFQvuM

Cardiovascular

Obstructed venous return e.g. heart base tumour
(via reflex-mediate bradycardia at exercise;
“empty ventricle syndrome”)
Intra-cardiac right-to-left shunt e.g. right to left
ventricular septal defect (VSD) (via cerebral
hypoxia and hyperviscosity)

SYNCOPE

Pulmonary hypertension e.g. lungworm
infection (mechano-receptor activation)
Respiratory

Diagnostic tool-kit for the
Investigation of Syncope
There are a number of diagnostic tests that
clinicians can use to investigate dogs with
syncope or collapse episodes. Although not
exhaustive, the following list is useful for
most cases where a cardiac or respiratory
cause is suspected:
• History and possibly video recording
of episodes
• Physical examination: mucous
membrane colour/capillary refill time,
arrhythmia, heart murmur, pulse quality/
deficits, respiratory signs, behaviour and
interactions in-clinic
• Non-invasive blood pressure:
Doppler systolic or oscillometric
• Blood tests: haematology, serum
biochemistry, cardiac biomarkers
(NTproBNP and cardiac troponin I),
endocrine testing
• Electrocardiography (ECG)
• Echocardiography – especially
if murmur or arrhythmia
• Thoracic imaging (radiography/
computed tomography (CT)) –
especially if respiratory signs are present
• 24h Holter ECG – next step to evaluate
rhythm outside of the clinic
• Owner activated ECG, such as an
implantable ECG loop recorder

BODY SYSTEM

Large airway obstruction
e.g. severe tracheal collapse
Insulinoma associated hypoglycaemia

Metabolic

Video 2: Owner recorded video of a Cocker Spaniel experiencing an episode of syncope caused by
severe pulmonary hypertension. During this event, limb rigiditiy, opisthotonus and vocalisation occur,
suggestive of hypoxic neurological activity. This video illustrates how cardiovascular and neurological
causes of collapse episodes can sometimes be challenging to differentiate without advanced diagnostics.
See: bit.ly/300AChY

Reflex mediated

Ambulatory ECG options

Figure 1: A Holter ECG device, allowing
ambulatory recording of three simultaneous traces
over 56 hours. Modern devices, such as this, are
small and light, record data on a digital card and
are powered by a single battery

Holter ECG
A Holter ECG, developed originally
by Jeff Holter in 1947 (then weighing
38kg!), is a lightweight and portable
ECG recording device that still bears its
creator’s name (Figure 1). Most models
use a digital card to record data in three
leads, using electrodes that are connected
to either side of the thorax. The recording
duration varies by device, but most will
record for two or three days. This allows
events, which occur frequently, to be
captured by the recording. The digital
data is then analysed by automated
software and checked manually by an
experienced technician. It should then be
interpreted by an experienced veterinary
cardiologist. Analysing large volumes
of ECG data without experience and
training in Holters may lead to errors of
interpretation and resultant misdiagnosis.

GENERALISED
WEAKNESS

HIND-LIMB
WEAKNESS

Phaeochromocytoma associated changes
in blood pressure
Neurocardiogenic syncope; “empty ventricle
syndrome” (see later)

Systemic disease

Anaemia, acute haemorrhage, hypoglycaemia,
hypotension, hypertension

Cardiac

Persistent tachy- or brady-arrhythmia

Neurological
or neuromuscular
disease

Myaesthenia gravis, breed-specific
neuromuscular diseases
(e.g. Rottweiller myopathy)

Cardiac

Right-to-left patent ductus arteriosus (PDA),
persistent tachy- or brady-arrhythmia

Neurologic or
neuromuscular disease

Myaesthenia gravis, breed-specific
neuromuscular diseases (e.g. Rottweiller
myopathy)

Other

Aortic thromboembolism

Box 1: History points
or clinical findings NOT
suggestive of a cardiac
cause of collapse in dogs
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jaw champing
Salivation
Nystagmus
Pre-episodic abnormalities
Prolonged recovery phase
Concurrent or persistent
behavioural abnormalities
• Concurrent or persistent gait
abnormalities.

KEY POINTS

• Syncope is defined as a transient loss
of consciousness and postural tone,
caused by reduced cerebral delivery of
oxygen, essential nutrients, or both.
• Dogs with a history of facial motor
activity, limb rigidity, stereotypic
behaviour or gait abnormalities prior
to collapse are more likely to have
experienced a neurological episode.
• Although a range of diagnostic tests
are available to investigate collapse,
review of a video recording of an episode
provides invaluable information and
allows narrowing of the differential
diagnoses list. Ambulatory ECG (Holter
recordings) or implantable loop recorders
present the best hope of diagnosing
arrhythmic causes of collapse.
• "Reflex-mediated" (aka"vaso-vagal")
syncope occurs because of activation of
ventricular mechanoreceptors causing a
cardiodepressor reflex (bradycardia and
vasodilation).
• Sick sinus syndrome and third-degree
atrioventricular block are common
bradyarrythmias in dogs, and are best
treated by implantation of a permanent,
artificial pacemaker.
• The first line treatment for a dog
presenting with ventricular tachycardia is
intravenous lidocaine. Patients can then
be transitioned to suitable oral medication
and further diagnostics undertaken.
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